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PATIENT PHOTOS: 
IMPORTANT FOR CARE, PROTECTED FOR PRIVACY

In a variety of healthcare situations, clinicians need to photograph

patients. This could include wounds, rashes, or even pre- and post-

operative photos. These images are often important elements of a

patient’s EMR (electronic medical record). But these images, just like

any other piece of protected health information (PHI), are protected

under the rules of HIPAA. Thus, they must always be taken with a

HIPAA-compliant camera. 

Unfortunately, that’s not happening in every situation. Photos should

be a part of improving patient care, not the subject of compliance

worries. That’s why we’re looking at why and how photos must be

treated with care and the impact of not doing so. 

Keep reading to learn:  
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The basics of HIPAA photos 

Why you must use a HIPAA camera and risks of not 

How your smartphone can be a HIPAA camera 



THE BASICS OF HIPAA PHOTOS

Do you know where all the photos of your

patients reside? Are they on laptops?

Digital cameras on site? Staff smartphones?

In the cloud? If you aren’t sure where they

are or how they are stored this could be a

big problem. 

The regulations governing how

photographs must be stored and used by

clinicians are often misunderstood. All

healthcare professionals are aware of

HIPAA and the importance of protecting a

patient’s PHI. But with photos, it’s a

different story. Many clinicians may not be

aware that photos are included in PHI. 
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A patient’s medical record is defined by the

Designated Record Set. Photographs are included

in these definitions. One of the biggest parts of

defining their use is ensuring you always have

patient consent. 

When photos are to be used as part of a medical

record, they must be secure which means

encryption. Using any basic camera or smartphone

won’t work here. So, you have to think twice before

whipping out a mobile device. There is much more

to what constitutes a HIPAA-compliant photo. 

PICTURES LIKE THESE OF A PATIENT SHOULD 
ALWAYS BE TAKEN WITH A HIPAA-COMPLIANT 

CAMERA.
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WHY YOU MUST USE A HIPAA CAMERA 
FOR PATIENT PHOTOS 
AND THE RISKS OF NOT

Patient photos are used in many situations as

part of the care process.   

Images help diagnose children skin disorders, a helpful 

tool in a specialty that has very few certified.

A succession of images are an ideal way to track wound 

care progress.

Plastic surgeons have the highest use of photos, and 

they use their smartphone, just not always compliantly 

Let's look at three scenarios.
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High-quality photos are helping

dermatologists diagnose skin conditions

remotely, according to a Journal of American

Medical Association (JAMA) Dermatology

trial. The trial included  40 patient samples.

They were reviewed by a dermatologist in

person and one via photo. The doctors

reached the same diagnosis 83% of the time.

Why is this so important in this specialty?  

There is a shortage of pediatric dermatologists

in the U.S. with only 300 board-certified in the

specialty. Pediatricians or other general

practitioners could use their smartphone to

snap pictures and immediately send them to

a dermatologist, all under the provisions of

HIPAA. This could improve care for children

and offer support for doctors who need help

with a diagnosis. 

DERMATOLOGY USES PHOTOS TO 
DIAGNOSE REMOTELY
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https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jamadermatology/article-abstract/2663278?redirect=true


WOUND CARE IMAGES CAN 
IMPROVE TREATMENT

Taking photos can be a vital part of wound

care, enabling better patient care. You just

can’t compromise compliance. Even with

the patient’s consent, these photos still fall

under the guidelines of PHI.  

These photos must be treated with the

same care as any other personal

information, stored and shared in a secure

manner.  

When you are compliant, these photos can

be valuable to care teams as they track the

progress of the wound healing. 
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PLASTIC SURGEONS SNAP PHOTOS 
WITH SMARTPHONES REGULARLY, 
RARELY USE HIPAA CAMERAS

With cosmetic surgery, photos are a necessity

to show before and after. Images may also be

taken during the surgery or prior to it to aid

the surgeon.  

A survey of plastic surgeons found that 89%

had taken photos of patients with 57% using

personal smartphones. In fact, 73% of those

using smartphones admitted the photos are

among their personal photos. Another 26%

admitted they have accidentally shown

patient photos to a family or friend.  

When looking at this specialty in healthcare,

photos make sense, but these surgeons are

putting their practices at risk by not using a

secure app on their smartphone that enables

a HIPAA-compliant camera.
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https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/27054136


So, what constitutes if an image is to be treated the same as PHI? Mainly if it has patient

identifiers like their face, tattoos, name (like on an ID bracelet), patient initials, or other

marks, like the wounds themselves. It’s not just the content of the photos but also the

context of how they are used. If photos are shared with another provider, even with no

patient identifiers, and certain language is used that could reveal the patient, HIPAA

compliance is still necessary.  

If a clinician sends an image of a tumor that was removed and adds, “This is the 7” tumor

removed from Mr. J. Smith on June 28,” then the PHI has become linked to the image. To

be safe rather than sorry, it’s recommended to really treat every image like it’s PHI. 

The consequences of non-compliance, which are best known to healthcare providers,

include fees, which start at $100 per a violation and can go as high as $50,000. Fines can

be both on the individual provider and the institution. While most photo-related

compliance issues are certainly not malicious, the consequences can still be steep. Think

lawsuits, investigations, employee suspensions and terminations. These are certainly

reasons enough to stay in compliance. 

WHEN PHOTOS NEED TO BE TREATED  

THE SAME AS PHI
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HOW YOUR SMARTPHONE

CAN BE A HIPAA CAMERA
Photography is important in patient care, with numerous

benefits for better care. Other members of a care team can

use photos just as they use all parts of a medical record.

The key point is to use a compliant camera. 

A compliant camera does not need to be an expensive,

hard to use digital camera, that may get lost or isn’t

conveniently accessible. Your smartphone can be a HIPAA

camera.  Easily turn your smartphone into a HIPAA camera

when it’s part of a secure texting application. Take photos

from any smartphone and instantly upload them to the

patient’s EMR. You can also send them via fax or text to

other care team members. This is an efficient, compliant

way to use photos for good in healthcare. 

Not all secure texting apps offer a HIPAA-compliant

camera. What makes the application compliant? It’s how

the images are shared and stored that matters. They are

NEVER stored on the user’s smartphone gallery nor

backed up by cloud services like the iCloud or Google

Drive. Uploading of images takes the same path as secure

messaging, passing through the provider’s server, which

means it’s never resting there. A pass-through cloud

solution is the critical feature to seek for a secure texting

and HIPAA camera platform. With this type of

infrastructure, worry less about security and compliance. 
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https://www.qliqsoft.com/secure-texting/


PHOTOS GONE WRONG

An anesthesiologist at Torrance Memorial Medical Center in Torrance,

Calif. took photos of an unconscious patient after he had decorated her

face with a mustache of sticky labels. He then shared the photos with

colleagues and online. The patient didn’t find it so funny, suing the

doctor and the hospital. It also prompted a state investigation with the

physician being disciplined. 

A former Northwestern University student was admitted to

Northwestern Memorial Hospital for extreme intoxication. Apparently,

this must have been quite a scene as a physician took photos of her

and posted them to social media with commentary. This triggered a

lawsuit. 

A clinic in Rochester, Minn. faced a lawsuit over the acts of its chief

resident of general surgery, who used his cell phone to take a picture of

a patient's penis during surgery. Whether or not this was for medical

reasons or just curiosity, it obviously was not a compliant act. 
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LAWSUITS, INVESTIGATIONS, AND TERMINATIONS



Benefits of EMR 
Integration with a 

Smartphone 
HIPAA Camera 

Transparency across care teams 

Tracking and trending opportunities 

Instant updates  

Supporting data for clinical decisions

and billing claims 

Supplements PACS (picture archiving

and communication system) stored

images 

Assurance of long-term storage for

images without uploading and

downloading

By using a compliant application,

clinicians and professionals can

easily upload images to the

patient’s EMR. This integration has

numerous benefits: 
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TRUST QLIQSOFT FOR  
COMPLIANT SOLUTIONS 

QliqSOFT, a provider of HIPAA-

compliant secure texting, is one of

the only providers of this

technology that also offers the

HIPAA camera.  

 

Any picture taken on the Qliq app

will never be stored on the user’s

phone and receives the same

treatment as any other

communication on the app. 

 

It’s easy to use and 100%

compliant. It’s just one more way,

we’re solving healthcare

communication challenges.  
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LEARN MORE ABOUT OUR
HIPAA CAMERA 

https://www.qliqsoft.com/upload-to-emr-with-hipaa-camera/
https://www.qliqsoft.com/upload-to-emr-with-hipaa-camera/?utm_source=ebook&utm_content=hipaacamera


ABOUT QLIQSOFT

Communicate better with HIPAA-

compliant tools from QliqSOFT. Increase

accuracy, reduce wait times, and improve

patient care and satisfaction—all on one

platform. Our secure texting platform

system is like no other healthcare

communication solution because we

never store PHI, reducing the risk of

human error data breaches. Explore how

we can transform your organization

today. 
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